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ALUMNI FEEDBACK FORM
Dear Alumni,
We are glad that you have spent valuable years as students as MGM Medical College & Hospital
Aurangabad. The success of MGMMCA depends on the excellence of its alumni. We would like to
place on record that as we move on the road to success, your co-operation and support has contributed
significantly.
Your contentment and satisfaction during your period of study and later in your professional career is
significant for us. We shall very much appreciate and be thankful if you can spare some of your
valuable time to fill up this feedback form and give us your valuable suggestions for further
improvement of the institute. Your continuous feedback to the college is essential in planning for the
future new programmes and upgrading the existing ones.
EDUCATION AT MGMIHS:
Institute Roll No:
Program undertaken at MGMMCA: Undergraduate/Postgraduate: (Tick appropriate)
MBBS / MD / MS / MCH / B.SC / M.SC / PH.D [
Year of Admission

]
Year of Passing

SUGGESTIONS/FEEDBACK
Did the training and instruction at MGMMCA equip you with the requisite skill set to excel at work place?
Given your experience, is there any aspect of the Program that you feel should have been covered during the
program duration?
What are your recommendations for the enhancement of the pedagogy at MGMMCA
Your recommendations for improvement/advancement of the student projects undertaken at MGMMCA?
Your suggestions for improvement in the professional trainings?
Can you help the institute in organizing the professional trainings?
Can you help the institute with the placement process of its students?

What can the College do the facilitate your career development?
Would you recommend MGMMCA programs to siblings, friends?
Please give three salient points about the major strengths and weaknesses of the institute

Strength

Weakness

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

Please give a brief about your career highlight and provide a photograph in the space provided (electronic or
otherwise):

Insert Recent
Photographs here:

